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Abstract
IGOLD Currency is a lead company in mega investments covering a

vast portfolio of imports and exports in gold and gold bars and

eventually trading and marketing. This business model was established

in 2019 and ever since has gained great attention and good reputation

in the market. IGOLD Company has obtained all required permits and

pursued all needed legal fronts to proceed to initiali public offering

(IPO). Our vision is to fulfill our stakeholders ambitions and investment

goals.

Staff of the IGOLD Company are extremely qualified and at the same

time intersects and excited to serve all of our stakeholders and continue

the growth.



ABOUT iGOLD
iGold was not born of the moment, it is based on

scientific studies and the experiences of experts in

the field. 

Our ambition is high, and in order to reach our

expectations we put clear goals and we are moving

at a steady pace to ensure the success of our

company and our investors.

We have plans to grow in the field of gold as it’s the

base of all currencies.

We will enter the market with a capital of 5 billion

dollars .
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Tokenomics

Symbol: iGOLD
Total Supply: 500,000,000
Network: Binance Smart Chain
Specification: BEP-20
Contract: 0x0684b8b7028abeb589099caccbf6036159f0c2b5



The roadmap of iGOLD is clear and goal oriented. 

ROADMAP

Establishing the sustainable global tokenisation.

Finally, further develop the global market and expand

the industry market share.

Wallet launch in an essential component for tokens. After

that, the platform will be fully functional for the users with

maximum benefits.

Create a community and attract the largest possible number.

Create the largest possible marketing campaigns.

Add our currency to the largest trading platforms in the world

Building gold companies and factories around the world.



ABOUT Network

Binance Smart Chain is a new smart contract
platform launched by Binance based on the Go

Ethereum (Geth) client, making it compatible with
blockchain apps developed for the Ethereum

network



Blockchain is a system of recording information in
a way that makes it difficult or impossible to

change, hack, or cheat the system. A blockchain is
essentially a digital ledger of transactions that is

duplicated and distributed across the entire
network of computer systems on the blockchain.

ABOUT Blockchain



Social Media

Twitter: https://twitter.com/igoldcurrency

instagram: https://instagram.com/igoldcurrency

Telegram: https://t.me/igoldcurrency

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/igoldcurrency

Website: https://igoldcurrency.net/

Support : info@igoldcurrency.net


